
February 8, 2013 

RE: Davidson v. City of Atlantic City [Not approved for publication] 

 
Davidson v. City of Atlantic City,    N.J. Super.    (App. Div. 2003) involved a 

claim by a patron, Bridget Davidson, of a 7-Eleven store located in a multi-tenanted building.  The 

opinion describes the accident as occurring as Davidson, "was walking toward the 7-Eleven store 

located at Morris and Atlantic Avenues in Atlantic City, when she tripped and fell over the raised 

concrete footing which formed the base of a traffic signal….  Davidson's expert opined that the 

projection of the foundation of the traffic light base [created]…a trip hazard. 

Jitendra Patel was a 7-Eleven franchisee and was a subtenant 7-Eleven, Inc. which leased the 

store space from a commercial landlord. Patel's initial motion for summary judgment was denied based  

on an argument presented by Davidson's counsel "…that a business owner would have an obligation to 

alert a pedestrian to an unsafe condition, perhaps by better lighting or painting the traffic light base with 

glow paint.”[ The appellate panel noted that “based on the hypothetical remediation offered by 

Davidson the motion judge denied Patel's motion for summary judgment." The appellate panel's 

opinion  also notes that Davidson's liability expert had not included an opinion inculpatory of Patel 

based on the hypothetical painting or better lighting remediations suggested by Davidson's counsel at 

the motion hearing.  Following the ruling denying Patel’s motion,"[t]he motion judge… invited 

reconsideration of her decision by giving Patel an opportunity to provide the court with an ordinance 

that would forbid him [Patel] from doing any of those [remediation] things.’” 

On a motion for reconsideration, Patel presented the court with a state statute and a municipal 

ordinance which prohibited Patel from painting the traffic signal which was owned by the City of 

Atlantic City. The appellate panel noted in that regard, 

The central issue in this appeal is whether Patel had a duty to Davidson to 
provide safe passage by either painting the traffic light post or providing 
better lighting.  Patel provided the judge with a state statute and a 
municipal ordinance which prohibited him from painting the city's traffic 
signal. [ordinance and stautory citations omitted]. In her written decision 
on the motion for reconsideration, the judge held: 



 
On further review, it is evident that the traffic light post is not Patel's 
property and under applicable statutes, Patel may not be able to paint it.  
Furthermore, Davidson has not come forward with any expert that 
discusses either the lighting or the ability to paint the traffic light post. 

 
While the appellate panel upheld the motion judge's ruling granting summary judgment to Patel, 

the inclusion of the motion judge’s statement referencing the fact that Davidson had "not come forward 

with any expert that discusses either the lighting or the ability to paint the traffic light post," suggests 

that had plaintiff's counsel obtained that expert opinion and presented it to the court there may have 

been a different ruling on the motion. 

 The Davidson decision is consistent with other recent Appellate Division decisions which 

have expanded the duties of commercial landowners and commercial tenants to make them responsible 

for conditions which exist off of owned or leased property.  See for example Nielsen v. Walmart,    

N.J. Super.  , (App. Div. 2013) holding Walmart responsible for a parking lot condition existing 

on property not owned or controlled by Walmart and Kandrac v. Marrazzo's Market at Robbinsville, 

429 N.J. Super. 79 (App. Div. 2012) expanding the legal duties of a tenant in a multi-tenant setting to 

include areas outside of the leased premises, including an “identified... route... directly leading from the 

[common area] parking lot to the tenant's premises.”  

Please let us know if you have any questions regarding this new opinion. 
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